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Abstract. The objective of the article is to determine the quality conditions of a locomotive traction motor
frame insulation based on observations over the recovery voltage and classification of a tested insulation
wear degree as well as to determine estimates of operating time until the insulation restoration or
replacement with a new one. To classify the insulation quality conditions and to forecast its residual life
until the restoration, a cluster analysis and discriminant analysis are used based on indicators reflecting the
properties of an insulation recovery voltage curve. The study defines an information content received from
frame insulation recovery voltage readings as compared with its resistance from the perspective of testing
the insulation condition and predicting its residual life. Statistical characteristics of clusters corresponding
to the insulation condition stages allow determining the limit values of predicting parameters and
estimating the residual insulation life prior the restoration. To classify the insulation condition, an
integrated evaluation of the insulation condition quality is proposed. Integrated evaluation is performed
according to the recovery voltage curve and is used as an indicator during clustering. An experimental
study of the proposed method practically confirmed its effectiveness.

1 Introduction
The analysis of “Ukrzaliznytsia” (Ukrainian Railways)
locomotive fleet condition shows that the amount of
damage happened to the TM winding insulation per one
mln km of run has recently averaged from three to five
cases. Therefore, an increased attention is given to the
problem of improving the operational reliability of TM
insulation.
Systems of maintenance, repair and in-between
diagnostics in the locomotive economy of Ukrainian
railways are periodic and subject to regulation. To
perform the majority of measurements the equipment
should be withdrawn from the operation. However, such
diagnostic system does not meet modern requirements.
Continuous monitoring of the TM insulation technical
condition becomes an optimal solution enabling
reorganizing of the operational diagnostics. Automated
continuous control along with predicting has several
advantages over the periodic control, i.e. the reduction of
checking periods, consideration of effects caused by
operational factors, accumulation of diagnostic
information, remote provision of information at various
levels, etc. The introduction of automated monitoring
will allow scheduling of equipment repairs and, if
necessary, urgent TM withdrawing from operation. This
approach will allow transferring from the outdated
*

system of periodic maintenance to the maintenance
matching the real technical condition of an object.
Continuous monitoring systems need specific
procedures, algorithms and models necessary for their
effective functioning.
The condition of frame insulation of winding located
at the main poles of traction electrical machines
(hereinafter referred to as frame insulation) is a serious
factor ensuring reliable TM operation. The
implementation and development of works in respect of
the frame insulation service life management was
stimulated by the decision to extend the design service
life of locomotives. Important elements of the service
life management programme are non-destructive
diagnostics of the insulation condition and prediction of
its service life. Improving methods for predicting the
insulation condition implies the clarification of allowed
values of aging coefficients.
One of the methods that allows possible predicting of
the frame insulation residual life may be the procedure
of classification of its condition according to the values
characterizing the recovery voltage curve. The article
offers a procedure of classification, classification values,
allowed values of parameters for predicting the residual
life of TM NB-406 frame insulation.
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2 Literature review

electromechanical stresses capable to destruct crystallites
or damage interfaces in composite materials.
In model [12], authors proceed from the fact that a
space charge formed in the insulation sooner or later
becomes the cause of aging. The charge accumulated in
different insulation zones locally increases the electric
field, increases the mechanical stress, and then chemical
bonds are destroyed.
The model presented in [13] proceeds from the
assumption that a space charge is formed because of
aging, and the aging process itself is due to high electric
fields that destroy chemical bonds in the insulation.
The most favourable models for predicting the
residual insulation resource still are statistical models.
Models that use neural network modelling of
insulation condition diagnosing should be distinguished
among the statistical models [14]. This work applies
models based on feed-forward artificial neural networks.
In [15] researchers propose exponential models and
models based on Weibull’s distribution law. To
determine the residual resource the regression models
are used as well. Cox’s regression model [16] is the most
common regression model since it is not related to
assumptions on the tolerance time distribution. The
model assumes that the resource wear process occurs
independently of operational impacts.
The disadvantages of statistical models include the
fact that all of them require a large amount of reliable
statistical data.

Aging and degradation of the insulation placed in
electrical machines determine operational service life of
the latter. Aging processes depend on the nature and
values of electrical stresses, mechanical forces applied,
operating temperatures and environmental conditions
affecting (permanently or temporarily) the insulation.
The dynamic assessment of insulation conditions is
given and highlighted in. Authors indicate that during
the insulation aging process such phenomena as aging,
degradation and destruction can be observed. Aging and
degradation of insulation directly affect the destruction
of insulation, but there is no clear line between aging and
degradation. Differences between the phenomena of
degradation and breakdown (sudden failure) of
insulation are also given in [1]: “The essential difference
between the degradation and breakdown phenomena
consists in the fact that the degradation is a process that
takes place for a long period of time, while the failure is
a process that occurs suddenly and it is catastrophic,
insulation being unable to support the nominal voltage
after its failure”.
In [2, 3] changes in the insulation quality condition is
associated with the process of aging and is considered
from the molecular physics perspective. Molecular
changes in the insulation contribute to the deterioration
of electrical, mechanical and other properties thus
leading to the development of mechanisms of insulation
degradation.
The specific requirements in respect of the
maintenance of locomotives running on the railways of
Ukraine necessitate a slightly different approach to
determining the stages of the electrical machines
insulation quality in time than the approaches considered
above. Regarding the frame insulation, to define its
aging stages it is necessary to determine the type of
restoration technological operation:
 to restore the frame insulation through soaking
treatment;
 to replace the frame insulation with a new one.
The automatic diagnostics of the insulation of
traction motors attracts more and more attention due to
the accelerated insulation degradation observed in recent
decades caused by the use of electronic pulse-width
static converters in new types of rolling stock that
generate powerful electromagnetic interference in a wide
frequency range [4].
Several methods of dielectric diagnostics were
developed to assess the insulation condition: polarization
and depolarization current measurement (PDC 
polarization and depolarization current) [5], frequency
domain spectroscopy (FDS) [6], recovery voltage
measurement (RVM), [7, 8]. Measuring of the recovery
voltage is a good method for obtaining information on
the insulation condition.
Insulation residual resource can be determined via
mathematical modeling of the insulation aging process.
Models [9, 10, 11] are designed bearing in mind
insulation structural changes occurred due to

3 Materials and Methods
3.1 Analysis of VL-8 locomotive TM failures
(depot Nizhnedneprovsk- junction)
Damaged VL-8 locomotives were observed at depot
Nizhnedneprovsk-junction railway yard (Ukraine). The
prerequisite for selecting locomotives to be statistically
relevant was the fact that locomotives underwent
complete overhaul (CR) and TMs were fully restored.
Locomotive traction motors are characterised with fairly
high level of failure, i.e. 12% (provided that a
locomotive has 6 elements). Almost a third of TM
failures are failures of insulation of TM excitating
windings, Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Failures of winding insulation relative to the total TM
failure rate.
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Fig. 2 graphically represents the dependence of
failures of TM excitating winding isolation and the TM
itself.

Measurement of insulation resistance by using a
procedure recommended in “Rules for Locomotive
Repairing” is to only control this parameter so that it
does not exceed the allowed limits. To obtain an
informative diagnostic parameter, which could be used
to make conclusions on the insulation condition at a
given time and to predict changes in its future condition,
it is necessary to develop new procedures and methods.

Fig. 2. Dependence of TM winding isolation failures and TM
failures in relation to operating work (million*ton*km*gross).

Table 1 indicates dynamic failures of major structural
elements of a TM. Special attention should be paid to the
TM, where a tendency of failure increase is observed.

Fig. 4. Changes in TM main poles excitation winding
insulation resistance depending on the run (winter). 1_2, 3_4,
5_6, 7_8 – poles.

Table 1. Percentage-wise ratio of unplanned repairs of traction
motors per their major structural elements
TM element

2014

2015

2016

2017

Armature

70,5

73,5

69,5

64,4

Pole winding

11,6

8,55

10,5

16,8

Cable connections
Motor
armature
bearings

8,53

6,84

16,8

9,9

9,3

11,1

3,16

8,91

Measures to eliminate TM winding failures will
increase the reliability of TM and reduce penalties
charged due to work failures, demanded by operational
departments from the depot.
3.2 Problem statement
The vast majority of known insulation resistance
measuring methods and devices are designed to be used
in an auto-mode. In connection with this, methods for
assessing the insulation condition are necessary, which
allow for both autonomous and continuous monitoring of
the insulation condition. Despite the considerable
amount and variety of existing methods and devices, no
classification of the insulation wear share is available,
which makes it difficult to decide on the timing of its
restoration.
The objective of this work is to determine quality
conditions of the traction motor frame insulation
according to the recovery return voltage data based on
the classification of the wear level of the insulation being
diagnosed, as well as to determine operating run
estimates until the restoration or replacement of the
insulation with a new one.

Measurements were performed and research was
carried out in respect of the insulation resistance change
in TM main poles excitation winding depending on the
run during summer and winter periods. It turned out, that
the insulation resistance, measured by using a
megohmmeter with a relative accuracy, does not
demonstrate any established regularity and is not subject
to any descriptive law. That is, this parameter is not
informative in terms of diagnostics and prediction of the
coil insulation condition. Several attempts were made to
establish the dependence of insulation resistance on the
run and seasonal “winter-summer” use (Fig. 3, 4), which
also did not yield the expected results.

3.3 Integrated evaluation of the insulation
quality condition
An integral evaluation can take into account not only the
magnitude of some process, but also the rate of its
change, etc. Integrated evaluation is intended to produce
a general evaluation of the damping rate and a value of
the process deviation from a given value without
determining the former and the latter individually. The
simplest integral evaluation can be an area between the
values of the studied process and its steady state value.

Fig. 3. Changes in TM main poles excitation winding
insulation resistance depending on the run (summer). 1_2, 3_4,
5_6, 7_8 – poles.
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maximum value. Now, we can yield the target evaluation
from the equation

The main characteristic used to determine indicators
of the insulation condition is the recovery voltage. The
recovery voltage yields the fullest information on the
insulation aging process.
Characteristics of the insulation condition are
conditionally divided into two types: direct and indirect.
Direct characteristics include those, which are directly
derived from the recovery voltage plot (measurements).
Indirect characteristics include those, which are
calculated based on the recovery voltage observational
data. An integral evaluation of the insulation condition is
attributed to the indirect characteristic. We will select
and define the characteristics based on the information
on recovery voltage observational data.
Integrated evaluation of the insulation condition
allows characterizing the recovery voltage curve with a
certain number, which comprehensively evaluates the
curve as a whole over a given interval. As a rule, such
evaluations are functionals and are expressed as
integrals.
Let us have a look at some integral characteristics.
Since the conditions of measurements can be different at
different
times
(voltage
supply
instability,
meteorological conditions, etc.), the sequence of
measured recovery voltage values should be normalised.
The range of recovery voltage values U k , k  1, n

tC

J 0   u  t  dt .

(3)

0

A similar way of evaluating di-electrical properties is
considered when determining the reliability of
capacitors.
Integrated evaluation (3) takes into account only the
additive quality of the recovery voltage curve. An
integral evaluation of the recovery voltage curve can be
made via evaluating
tC

J 01   u  t     u   t   dt ,   0 .

(4)

0

Integrated evaluation (4) takes into account both additive
quality of the recovery voltage curve and the curve
change rate (recovery voltage growth rate and the rate of
self-discharge). It should be noted that normalising of a
scale for the recovery voltage derivative u   t  is
performed in the same way as for the recovery voltage
measurements.
The assessment of recovery voltage curve quality
also can be performed using an integral quadratic
criterion

should be reduced to a single interval uk   0, 1 using
dependence

tC

U  U min
, k  1, n ,
uk  k
U max  U min

2
J 21   u 2  t      u   t    dt ,   0 ,



(1)

or

where uk is a normalised value of k -th measurement;
U k  is measured value of recovery voltage; U min and
U max  minimum and maximum values of return voltage
respectively; n  number of measurements. Considering
the peculiarity that U min  0 , then equation (1) will be
simplified down to
uk 

Uk
, k  1, n .
U max

(5)

0

tC

2
J12   u  t      u   t    dt ,   0 ,



(6)

0

parameter  is a calibration parameter. It is chosen
depending on the importance of a derivative (summand).
A type of equation used for the integral evaluation
depends on the type of frame insulation and is chosen
experimentally. In general, the insulation quality will be
characterized by two indicators  J , tC  , where J  is an

(2)

integral evaluation of the recovery voltage curve;
tC  time of curve evaluation (the upper limit of
integration of the integral evaluation equation). As an
integral evaluation value we can take one of values J 0 ,
J 01 , J 21 , J12 .

Normalised values uk should be approximated using

dependence u  t  in measurement interval t   0, tC  . In
the study, the approximation of measurement of the
recovery voltage was performed using cubic splines.
Integral indicator of the insulation condition J 0 in
based on the work evaluation, which is done by the
insulation dipoles under the influence of a constant
electric field. The magnitude characterizing the work of
dipoles may be limited by a recovery voltage curve and
the time axis. Formally, the recovery voltage drop time
U (t ) goes to the infinity. The evaluation of work of
dipoles at self-discharge, evaluation time interval tC
should be chosen in such a way as to allow
U (tC )  U max / 2 , where U max  is the recovery voltage

3.4 Identification of classes of NB-406 TM frame
insulation quality conditions

When predicting using the method of classification, it is
necessary to solve two problems: first, to build a set of
classes; secondly, it is necessary to evaluate the attributes
and, according to the results of evaluation, to relate an object
of predicting to this or that class. Solving of the first task
requires processing a large amount of statistical data
obtained during the operating period and using technical
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objects or performing special experiments. The possibility of
forming classes largely depends on the successful selection
of diagnostic attributes. These attributes should sufficiently
enough characterize the course of processes leading to the
loss of the object's workability, and their accurate evaluation
should not present great difficulties. The success of solving
the second task is largely determined by the accuracy of
relating an object to a known class based on the evaluation
results. The class is characterised by a certain tendency of
change occurred to the object to over time.
In the study the insulation quality is characterised by
a pair of indicators  J 01 , tC  , where J 01 - integral

(the 1st curve group), with minimum U max voltage (the
3rd curve group), a curve from the second curve group is
in the middle of the Fig. 5.
Using other methods of clustering it is possible to
obtain a different number of clusters (insulation
conditions). The study used integral evaluations (5) and
(6) as indicators that differ from the above (4), but in this
case, the distribution of curves per clusters did not
correspond to experimental observations.

evaluation of the recovery voltage curve calculated in
accordance with equation (4), tC - time of recovery
voltage curve evaluation. The distribution per clusters
were performed using the method of balls. Isotonic and
isomorphic distribution per clusters was used. Clustering
was carried out for 38 curves and allowed defining three
groups of curves (clusters), i.e. insulation conditions.
Upon clustering 7 curves were removed from the
received clusters.
The recovery voltage curves were constructed for the
frame insulation showing different degrees of wear. In
addition, the statistics included objects with the restored
frame insulation of the main poles winding.

Fig. 5 – Example of the recovery voltage curves at various
stages of insulation condition:
1st curve corresponds to the 1st stage, i.e. “satisfactory
condition”; 2nd curve corresponds to the 2nd stage, i.e.
“restored condition”; 3rd curve corresponds to the 3rd stage,
i.e. “high risk condition”.

4 Results and Discussion
In accordance with the results obtained during the cluster
breakdown procedure, we introduce the following stages
of the frame insulation condition: 1st stage (cluster K1 )
– “satisfactory condition”; 2nd stage (cluster K 2 ) –
“restored condition”; 3rd stage (cluster K 3 ) – “high risk
condition”. The introduced stages are conditional and
may be interpreted as follows. The first stage means new
insulation or insulation being used for a negligible period
or its condition may be referred to as “new”. As a rule,
such insulation does not need substantial maintenance
measures during technical check-up. The second stage
means insulation, which is characterised by the wear of
almost a half of operating run until the first failure.
Regular restoration of the insulation is recommended at
this stage. The third stage is characterised by an
increased risk of insulation failure occurrence (ranging
from the increased possibility of partial discharge to the
insulation breakdown). At this stage, the last restoration
or the complete restoration of the insulation should be
planned (replacement of frame insulation). This work
does not consider the moment of a complete wear. We
presume that when the recovery voltage reaches 40-50 V
at 25th second of measurement, insulation should not be
restored and is subject to be replaced with a new one.
Further usage of such frame insulation can cause its
failure while a locomotive is moving. In accordance to
the introduced insulation condition stages, a set of
recovery voltage curves, which can be referred to them,
will be called as follows: the 1st curve group, the 2nd
curve group, the 3rd curve group. Fig. 5 shows examples
of recovery voltage curves: with maximum U max voltage

Calculation of values of critical radii Ri to determine
a cluster which a new object belongs to (recovery
voltage curve of the diagnosed frame insulation) was
performed according to the method of balls.
For received clusters the values of classification
indicators should be averaged, J  J , J  K and
i

01

01

i

ti  tC , tC  K i . Values J01 and tC are respective
normalized values, similar (1)-(2), integral evaluation
J 01 and time tC . Operating run Ti of frame insulation
coils is averaged as well since it falls into the studied
cluster of curves K i , i  1,3 .
Verification of the normal law of distribution of
values of operating run of frame insulation for the
constructed clusters was carried out.
The verification of the distribution law has shown
that operating run values demonstrate normal
distribution characteristics with the level of
significance   0, 05 . For operating run averaged values





Ti confidence intervals Ti  Ti , Ti  Ti , i  1,3 were

defined. The value Ti can be interpreted as an average
operating run at which the frame insulation reaches i  th
condition. Cluster parameters and confidence intervals of
insulation operating run for each cluster are presented in
Table 2.
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Table 2. Characteristics of classification clusters used to determine isolation quality conditions

J i  J01

ti  t

Ri

(Ti  Ti , Ti  Ti )
thnds km

Point of restoration
according to the
repair rules, thnds km

1st stage

0.87

0.43

0.15

(165, 405)

350

2nd stage

0.71

0.74

0.26

(580, 940)

700

3rd stage

0.13

0.54

0.17

(865, 1175)

1050

Condition

The quality condition of the diagnosed insulation (new
diagnosed object) and values of the recovery voltage
curve J , tC are calculated if the following precondition



 2  T2  T2  T , T1  T1  T  T2  T2 ;



evaluation of the operating run value until the
replacement of insulation for a new one or it complete
renovation  3

is met

 J  J    t
2

i

C

 ti   Ri 2 , i  1,3 .
2

(7)

 3  T3  T3  T , T2  T2  T  T3  T3 .

If the fulfilment of inequality (7) is not unique, then the
object’s membership in a cluster is defined using a
smaller evaluation



 i  J  J i

   t
2

C

 ti   Ri 2 , i  1,3 .
2

(11)

(12)

If inequality (7) is untrue for any cluster, then it is
possible to evaluate the insulation quality condition by
using its workout until the time of its restoration
according to the repair rules defined with one of the
following values

(8)

The normalisation of indicators  J , tC  of a new object

 1  350  T , T  350 ;

(13)

being tested is performed within the whole set of
indicators  J i i 1, N and tC i i 1, N respectively, N - the

 2  700  T , 350  T  700 ;

(14)

 3  1050  T , 700  T .

(15)

number of indicators – the sum of elements

 J , tC 

included in clusters K i , i  1,3 . Normalisation (1)-(2) is
fulfilled if only two inequalities are simultaneously true
J  J max and tC  tC max .

To determine whether the studied recovery voltage
curve belongs to this or that cluster is also possible via
discriminant analysis. In this case, it is necessary to have
available learning samples of insulation quality
conditions (clusters are filled with test objects during the
maintenance process).
The recognition whether the tested frame insulation
belongs to a cluster in accordance with equation (7) - (8)
should be applied at the initial stage. When clusters
contain a sufficient number of elements, then it is more
appropriate to perform discriminant analysis.
The above method of determining the quality
condition of frame insulation is acceptable within one
depot, where locomotives are usually operated in the
same way.

(9)

Upon testing a new object it is necessary to add new
object  J , tC  to the cluster, which the tested object
belongs to and to re-calculate necessary statistical
characteristics of the modified cluster.
If one of inequalities (9) is untrue, it is necessary to
perform the classification once again taking into the new
case isolation tested object with subsequent determining
its resource.
Depending on the membership of a diagnosed object
in some cluster, the insulation condition will be
characterised by the operating run value until its current
restoration (including the replacement of an old
insulation for a new one). The operating run value until
its first restoration  1 is defined using equation

 1  T1  T1  T , T  T1  T1 ,

Conclusion
The classification of recovery voltage curves allows
determining frame insulation quality conditions.
Clustering attributes are as follows: J - integral
evaluation of a recovery voltage curve determined from
equation (4), tC - time of recovery voltage curve
evaluation.
The breakdown of recovery voltage curves of the
frame insulation into clusters allowed distinguishing
three stages of the insulation quality condition and mark
them “satisfactory condition”, “restored condition”,

(10)

where T - is current operating run workout of the
diagnosed insulation;
evaluation of the operating run value until the second
restoration  2
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“high condition”.
Software for classification of insulation quality
conditions and discriminant analysis for determining the
insulation condition has been developed.
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